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ABSTRACT
Though a large variety of methods has been developed to model D objects
 most of them are
based on the construction of solid objects or curved surfaces This work is part of a sketchbased
project for modeling arbitrarily polygonal shapes The method for modeling D objects is based
on the user drawing or removing of edges This paper addresses the automatic computation of
the D polygonal surface model from the D wire frame A straightforward incremental algorithm
is proposed allowing an update of the surface model for each modication of the D wire frame
Objects of any genus
 or topological type are handled by the method
Keywords geometric modeling
 sketching
 wireframe
 surface reconstruction
 INTRODUCTION
Many powerful modeling systems exist which pro
vide the user with tools for modeling complex
objects One can distinguish two main classes
of traditional systems CSGbased Foley
systems dene an object from a boolean com
bination of primitives such as cubes
 spheres
Surfacebased systems Wavef provide the user
with tools like extrusion
 loft
 sweep and sur
face of revolution
 for dening complex sur
faces In addition
 deformation tools such as FFD
Seder
 Coqui are often proposed These
systems provide the user with powerful tools
for accurately modeling complex objects or sur
faces However
 most traditional systems are dif
cult and tedious to use
 especially for inexperi
enced users Finding eective interactive mod
eling techniques thus continues to be an active
area of research Recent work tends to prioritize
the ease of use in return for less accuracy and
less generality Examples of techniques following
this goal include the methods based on implicit
surfaces Bloom
 Marko
 deformation tech
niques like the Wires technique Singh which
makes use of wires for deforming objects and the
direct manipulation technique Hsu
 gesture
based approaches like SKETCH Zelez and
IDeS Branc which introduce gesturebased
interfaces for the rapid modeling of CSGlike
models
 sculpting methods Galye
 Wang

and sketching methods like Teddy Igara a
sketching interface for the design of rotund ob
jects
Most of these recent techniques are more or less
specic to some class of shapes which most of
the time represent solid objects The modeling of
various complex shapes in particular solids has
been addressed in the literature However
 few
papers address the interactive modeling of arbi
trarily polygonal surfaces which cant be dened
with traditional sweep
 extrusion
 loft
 tools ie
non predened shapes Examples of such shapes
include surfaces like a paper shape or an open
box
 or solids like the ones presented on Figures

  and 
For these shapes a sketchedbased approach
which consists in interactively dening the edges
of the surface is probably the best known so
lution from a user point of view Sketchbased
approaches include three stages the drawing of
the D edges
 the transformation of the D edges
from D to D
 and the reconstruction of the faces
from the D wire frame We must note that the
two rst stages can be regrouped into one if a D
input device is used This paper addresses the
third stage the reconstruction of the faces from
the D wire frame
Most of the time
 the reconstruction process is ex
ecuted oine
 once the whole D wire frame has
been entered by the user see related work sec
tion In addition
 most of the proposed methods
are only valid for a subclass of closed solid ob
jects We believe that with modern interactive
modeling systems
 the reconstruction process has
to take place online ie for each edge entered
or deleted by the user
 the surface model has to
be updated so that at each time
 the user doesnt
only see a wire frame representation of his model
but the full surface model Despite the large bib
liography on oine reconstruction techniques
 to
the authors knowledge
 no researches have been
devoted to online reconstruction
Most modeling systems avoid the problem by re
quiring the user to dene a list of edges and the
edge cycles representing each face This solution
doesnt t our need because the user denition
of each cycle is tedious The order in which the
edges are entered is an additional constraint and
most edges have to be entered twice one time for
each adjacent face
Our goal is to allow the user to dene a D polyg
onal surface from the object edges entered in any
order For that purpose
 this paper proposes a
simple
 interactive incremental online technique
for reconstructing the object faces from the D
edges The next section reviews related work on
D wire frame to face reconstruction The pro
posed algorithm is then presented followed by a
discussion and results section
 RELATED WORK
The automatic conversion fromwireframes to sur
face models has been a research issue for some
time now Several topological or geometrical ap
proaches can be found in the literature
In 
 MarkowskyMarko proposed a mixed
geometrical and topological approach based on
the planarity of faces Markowskys algorithm
rst generates a list of all the planes containing at
least two intersecting edges In a second time
 it
searches the socalled virtual faces lying inside
each plane A virtual face is a cycle of edges which
can be either a true face
 an internal face or a sim
ple cycle due to a chance alignment of edges The
set of virtual faces denes virtual blocks solid
objects Finally the blocks are discriminated so
that the accepted ones dene the nal D solid
model
Dutton et al Dutto and Hanrahan Hanra
approach is strictly topological and uses the pla
nar embedding technique Tarja Fundamen
tally
 the wireframe is represented as a at
 two
dimensional edgevertex graph whose faces repre
sent the faces of the object This method has the
advantage of being able to handle objects with
nonplanar faces or edges but in return
 it only
handles valid models without holes Ganter et al
Gante and Courter et al Court proposed
another topological approach also based on an
edgevertex graph The graph is examined to nd
the fundamental cycles from which the faces are
computed thanks to the socalled reduction pro
cess This method also handles non planar faces
but it requires valid D connected solids without
holes The Shortest Path Approach by Bagali and
Waggenspack Bagal is another strictly topo
logical approach It uses a shortest path algo
rithm to produce a set of cycles from the graph
and identies in a second step which ones form
a cycle basis for the cycle space of the graph

ie the set of facial cycles This method again

works only for valid D connected solids with
out holes Agarwal and Waggenspack propose a
dierent and original approach to the problem
of conversion by decomposing D volumes into
tetrahedras Each tetrahedra yield a set of faces
The whole list of found faces is scanned and the
faces appearing more than once are eliminated
The remaining faces are the true faces of the D
model This method doesnt apply to nonsolid
models
 ALGORITHM
All the previous methods have been developed for
oine treatments while in our project
 an online
treatment is desired
 ie an update of the surface
model after each addition or removal of an edge
This constraint has three consequences the con
version should be incremental
 it has to work for
surfaces of any topological type not only solid
models
 and the computation needs to be e
cient enough to be completed in realtime or at
least in a time compatible with the interaction
The purpose of the proposed algorithm is to nd
all the faces dened as planar cycles of edges If
some are not desired
 they will be destroyed in
a second time discussed in the Discussion and
Results paragraph
Using an incremental approach avoids the need to
recompute the whole set of faces after each mod
ication of the edgevertex graph representing the
wire frame model Indeed when an edge is added
or removed from the graph
 only the faces adja
cent to the edge need to be created
 removed or
altered The edgevertex graph is interactively
constructed and updated by the user The user
operations may include the addition or removal
of edges
 and the displacement of one or more
vertices or edges All these operations turn out
to simplify into only two dierent cases for the
incremental reconstruction algorithm edge addi
tion and edge removal The displacement of edges
can be treated by rst removing edges and then
possibly adding new ones The addition of a new
edge may create one or more new faces or subdi
vide existing faces The removal of an edge
 may
result in the removal of one or more faces or in
the fusion of faces It is assumed that edges in
tersect only at endpoints This is guaranteed by
the wire frame construction method
Each of the two cases edge addition and edge
removal will be studied in the two next sections
A third section will discuss the case of faces em
bedded into other faces
	 Adding an edge
Two types of new edges have to be distinguished
depending on whether their vertices are con
nected to other edges or not A face being a cyclic
set of edges
 if at least one vertex of the new edge
is not connected to the other edges
 this new edge
cant involve the creation of a face The only case
which needs to be considered is thus when both
vertices of the new edge are connected to other
edges
The proposed method for updating the surface
is inspired from the Markowski method but turns
out to be signicantly simpler thanks to the incre
mental and interactive approach The proposed
algorithm takes advantage of the planarity of the
faces It is a mixed method both topological and
geometrical Geometrical information is used to
speed up the search of new faces by restricting
the search to a set of planes containing the added
edge Within these planes
 a topological approach
is proposed to derive the new faces Therefore the
method is divided into two stages the rst one to
nd a set of planes which could possibly embed
the new faces and a second one to nd the faces
inside theses planes
Figure  Finding the candidate planes for
an edge
		 Finding the planes
Since all the planes have to include the new drawn
edge
 the two vertices of the new edge give the
rst clues to nd these planes Only one more
point is needed to dene a plane which can pos
sibly include new faces This third point is found
by exploring the graph of connection
 starting at
one vertex of the new edge and using a Depth
First Search algorithm For each new path
 the
traversal stops as soon as a point not geomet
rically aligned with the two vertices of the new
edge is found see Figure  These points to
gether with the two vertices of the new edge form
the set of planes which possibly embed new faces
As some planes may be found more than once
 a
verication has to be made in order to remove the
duplicated planes
		 Finding the faces inside the planes
Each of the previously detected planes may in
clude new faces A straight forward topological
algorithm is employed for testing
 for each plane

whether it includes or not one or more faces A
plane can hold zero
 one or two faces one face
each side of the new edge An arbitrary orienta
tion is given to the plane by dening a canonical
normal
 in order to dierentiate between the left
and right side of an oriented edge The next step
consists in checking whether a left resp right
face has to be created Both treatments being
independent and similar
 only the left face will be
detailed This problem reduces to a D problem
The D graph corresponding to a given plane is
the subgraph of the original one
 and contains
only the vertices and edges lying in that plane
Figure  Example of a correct and not
shortest cycle for a left face
For simplicity we will only consider the D graph
in the remainder of this paragraph In the imple
mentation
 the D graph is not explicitly created
Instead
 the whole graph is treated but only the
vertices and edges lying into the plane are consid
ered We will also assume that for each vertex

the edges meeting this vertex are ordered with re
spect to the canonical normal of the plane We
are thus dealing with a planar graph a graph is
said to be planar if it can be drawn on the plane
such that no two edges intersect geometrically ex
cept at a vertex at which they are both incident
The problem thus reduces to nding
 in the pla
nar graph
 a cycle of edges which includes the new
edge and is located on its left side Note that the
correct cycles which represent true faces are not
always the shortest ones see Figure 
The cycle if it exists is given by following a path
which starts with the second vertex of the new
edge and ends with the rst one It is dened so
that for each traversed vertex
 the outgoing edge
follows the incoming one in clockwise order coun
terclockwise order is used instead for right faces
The rst traversed edge is the new edge and the
edges cannot be traversed twice The algorithm
moves backward each time there is no available
outgoing edge dangling edge or path
 and con
tinues with the next edge of the previous vertex
if any Else the algorithm backtracks again The
edges along the backtrack path are forbidden for
further traversal like in a depth rst search al
gorithm The search fails when no path can be
found between the two vertices of the new edge

in which case no face is created
The described algorithm detects two types of left
faces the valid ones and in some cases
 some in
nite ones when no valid one exist see Figure 
A simple way to dierentiate an innite face from
a valid one is to sum for each traversed vertex the
angle clockwise between the incoming and the
outgoing edge see Figure  For a valid face
 the
Figure  Search of a left face resulting in
an innite face
45
45
Sum=0
Sum=90
Sum=45
Figure  Summing up the edges angular
deviations
sum should be  degrees while it should be 
degrees for an innite face A face is declared a
valid left face if the sum is positive the sum has
to be negative for right faces
Adding an edge E
if one edge of E is not connected
then nothing
else
f
search planes
for each plane
f
search left path
search right path
if mergeleft faceright face
already exists
then delete old face
g
g
		 Decomposition of a face
The addition of a new edge in the model can
sometimes create faces which are the decomposi
tion of an already existing face When two faces
left and right are found in one plane
 the algo
rithm must check whether the two faces split an
Face Face
FaceFace
Face
+
 symetric
difference
Figure  A simple symetric dierence is
not sucient to merge correctly the new
faces
existing face and if so delete the old face The test
is made by merging the two new found faces us
ing the symetric dierence Court on the edges
of each face In most cases the symetric dier
ence yields directly a valid face which can be com
pared with the old faces of our model However
in some tricky cases
 where the frontier between
the two new faces is not a simple path of edges
see Figure 
 the returned edges dene instead
a set of cycles Therefore a search has to be made
on the set of edges to identify each of these cy
cles in order to keep as the result of the merging
the unique cycle which geometrically includes all
the others The cycle produced by the merging
doesnt need to be compared with all the faces of
the model It is sucient to compare it with the
faces at most two lying in the plane associated
with one of the edges of one of the two faces We
have seen that dangling edges are neglected dur
ing the graph traversal Consequently some edges
may have no associated face if they were dangling
edges before the addition of the new edges
	 Removing an edge
While removing an edge from the graph
 some
faces of the model may need to be deleted or
merged All the faces adjacent in D to the re
moved edge will be aected If two of these faces
lie in the same plane
 then they are merged using
the previously described mergingmethod All the
faces which are alone in a plane are deleted
Removing an edge E
search faces including E
for each couple of faces in this list do
f
if faces have same normal vector
then merge the two faces
else delete the two faces
g
	 Embedding a face into another face
A last case which has not yet been studied is
when a face is embedded into another face Note
that it can be a lled face or an unlled face a
hole Both are treated similarly
 a ag indicates
whether it is lled or not and the only change con
cerns the display We will call the embedded face
the inside face and the face in which the inside
face is embedded the outside face
From a user point of view
 there are three dif
ferent approaches to create an inside face The
rst one consists in subdividing the outside face
so that no special treatment is needed The obvi
ous drawback of this method is that it requires the
user to know when drawing the outside face that
it contains an inside face The second method

more natural for the user
 consists in drawing the
shape of the inside face like any other faces and
linking the outside face and the inside face to
gether so that they can be displayed correctly
The third solution consists in automatically de
termining whether a new face is embedded into
or embeds an already existing face This last
solution is attractive but it is potentially time
consuming because it requires considering all pos
sible couples of faces It may thus not be compati
ble with our interactive constraint Consequently

we decided to adopt the second approach which
ts well with the interactive status of our sys
tem Note that if the information is not given by
the user
 the algorithm still works but two faces
are superposed The links between the outside
faces and the inside faces are stored in the data
structure of the outside face
If an edge is added which splits an existing inside
face into two subfaces
 then the link between the
outside face and the old inside one is destroyed
and two links between the outside face and the
two new faces are added If an edge is added
which cuts an outside face into two subfaces

then the algorithmhas to determine in which new
face each of the inside faces lie and then add a
link from the appropriate face to the inside face
If an inside face is destroyed by deleting one of
its edges
 then the link from the outside face to
the inside face is destroyed too If the edge of an
outside face containing one or more inside faces
Figure  A paper shape
is deleted and the outside face is destroyed
 the
links to the inside faces are destroyed too If an
edge between two inside faces is deleted
 the in
side faces merge together and the link from the
outside face to the previous inside faces is re
placed by a link to the new resulting inside face
If the outside face merges with another face the
links to the inside faces isare transmitted to
the resulting outside face

 DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
The proposed algorithm handles a large variety of
D objects  objects which are solid or not
 man
ifold or not
 and of any genus The reconstruc
tion process nds all the possible correct faces
all the planar cycles of edges
 convex or con
cave However
 in some specic cases of ambigu
ous wire frame models or internal faces
 a user
input may be necessary to remove the unwanted
faces For simplicity
 it has been decided not to
change the data structure but instead to use the
lled unlled information stored with each
face this information has been introduced in the
previous paragraph for holes in order to indi
cate whether a face is desired or not by the user
By choosing to automatically create all the faces
and to let the user only destroy the few unwanted
ones
 we minimize as much as possible the user in
put manually creating a face requires to click on
each edge while removing a face only requires one
click
The average cost to nd or destroy new faces after
an addition or removal of an edge is O The
operation to nd new faces is divided into two
steps the search of planes and the search of faces
Figure  An open box
Figure  A bulldozer
inside these planes Both operations can be com
puted in an average time of O In the worst
case
 all the vertices of the graph of connection
have to be visited and these operations are lin
ear However such cases are rare all vertices in
the same plane or aligned on the same line De
stroying a face can be performed at the same very
low cost Figures 
  and  present some objects
modeled with the proposed method
 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
We have presented an algorithm to convert a wire
frame model into a polygonal surface model us
ing an incremental process Faces are constructed
during the creation of the object Modications
to the edgevertex graph induce the incremental
computation of the new set of faces The algo
rithm is general and works for any valid polygo
nal surface It is ecient enough to incrementally
compute the wire frame model in real time during
the interaction
The main possible extension is the automatic
computation of the inclusion of edges into faces
Trivial solutions suppose to check all the edge
face couples and are in Omn An optimized
method based on a partitioning of the space is
under consideration It is not our purpose but
extending this technique to an oine treatment
could also be of interest when arbitrary solid or
not
 manifold or not
 of any genus objects have
to be constructed
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